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	The fourth edition of Gene H. Golub and Charles F. Van Loan's classic is an essential reference for computational scientists and engineers in addition to researchers in the numerical linear algebra community. Anyone whose work requires the solution to a matrix problem and an appreciation of its mathematical properties will find this book to be an indispensible tool.


	This revision is a cover-to-cover expansion and renovation of the third edition. It now includes an introduction to tensor computations and brand new sections on


	• fast transforms


	• parallel LU


	• discrete Poisson solvers


	• pseudospectra


	• structured linear equation problems


	• structured eigenvalue problems


	• large-scale SVD methods


	• polynomial eigenvalue problems


	Matrix Computations is packed with challenging problems, insightful derivations, and pointers to the literature—everything needed to become a matrix-savvy developer of numerical methods and software.
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Mathematical Programming and Game Theory (Indian Statistical Institute Series)Springer, 2018

	This book discusses recent developments in mathematical programming and game theory, and the application of several mathematical models to problems in finance, games, economics and graph theory. All contributing authors are eminent researchers in their respective fields, from across the world. This book contains a collection of selected...
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Mastering Machine Learning Algorithms: Expert techniques to implement popular machine learning algorithms and fine-tune your modelsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Explore and master the most important algorithms for solving complex machine learning problems.

	
		Key Features

		
			Discover high-performing machine learning algorithms and understand how they work in depth
	
			One-stop solution to mastering supervised, unsupervised, and...
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Fundamental Networking in JavaSpringer, 2005
The book provides complete coverage of fundamental IP networking in Java. It introduces the concepts behind TCP/IP and UDP and their intended use and purpose; gives complete coverage of Java networking APIs, includes an extended discussion of advanced server design, so that the various design principles and tradeoffs concerned are discussed and...
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Short Message Service (SMS): The Creation of Personal Global Text MessagingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	SMS is an incredible global success. At the time of writing (mid-2009) it can be used by all 4 billion GSM customers. More than 50 short messages are generated per month per GSM user. The service has created a $100 billion turnover industry. This success has been enabled mainly by the comprehensive and robust standards that have been made...
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Enterprise Resource Planning: Global Opportunities and ChallengesIdea Group Publishing, 2002
How can ERP be used to improve the overall organizational operating efficiency and effectiveness? How is ERP going to evolve in the future and what are the implications for Electronic commerce? The overall objective of Enterprise Resource Planning: Global Opportunities and Challenges is to provide students, academicians and practitioners interested...
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The Social and Cognitive Impacts of e-Commerce on Modern OrganizationsIdea Group Publishing, 2004
The Social and Cognitive Impacts of E-Commerce on Modern Organizations includes articles addressing the social, cultural, organizational, and cognitive impacts of e-commerce technologies and advances on organizations around the world. Looking specifically at the impacts of electronic commerce on consumer behavior, as well as the impact...
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